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1. Introduction 

Let p = (p l•···.Pn) and q = (qi. ... ,qn) be n-tuples of nonnegative real numbers of the same / 1-nonn. 
I.e. IP I = P 1 + ··· + Pn = lq I = q 1 + ... qn. Then p is said to be more general than q, or to specialize to q 
iff fi1,..;;,q1.fi1+p2•!i0;.'ij1+ih, ... .P1+ ... +pn,..;;,ij1+ ... +'ifn· Here p = (jj1, ... ,p,,) is a reordering of the 
n-tuplep such thatp1>p2;;a. · · · >p,,. 

This is a partial order which I like to call the specialization order. It is denoted p >q. Under various 
names - such as e.g. majorization, Snapper order, Ehresmann order, dominance order, natural order - it 
occurs and plays important roles in the most diverse parts of mathematics, ranging from algebraic vector
bundle theory to numerical analysis, and from combinatorics, master equations and entropy considera
tions to representation theory and the geometry of Grassmann and flag manifolds. 

Under the name 'majorization' this order is the subject of a book (13], which, in subject matter, is 
practically disjoint from the survey paper [9] which deals with the same order under the name 'specializa
tion order•. Nor do these two together come anywhere near giving a complete picture of the role of this 
order in the scheme of things mathematical. The first part of this lecture describes some of the 
phenomenology of this order. It is largely based on (9). 

In the second part I discuss the following problem. Consider a nonnegative n x m matrix Q and 
consider all factorizations Q = AB into positive matrices A, B of sizes n Xr and r Xm respectively. 
What is the smallest r such that this can be done? 1his r is called the positive rank of Q, and the prob
lem of detennining it is of importance in stochastic system theory (14} and elsewhere [4], [16). There is a 
flavour about this problem which reminds one - me in any case - of the partial order just described. The 
second part of this lecture discusses some examples concerning the positive rank of nonnegative matrices 
and concludes with some remarks on the relations between positive rank and the specialization order. 

2. Some of the phenomenology of the specialization order 

2.1. Representations of the symmetric groups. Let Sn be the group of permutations on n letters. Let 
" = (1e1, ..• , "m) be a partion of n, and let S" be the corresponding Young subgroup 
S" = S"1XS",x · · · XS""', where S,.. is seen as the permutation subgroup of Sn acting on the letters 
1e1 + + K; _ 1 + I, ... , k 1 + · · · + K;. If Km = 0 the factor S""' is deleted. Take the trivial 
representation of S « and induce this up to Sn. Let p(1e) denote the resulting representation which is of 
dimension (:). It can be easily described as follows. Take m symbols a 1, •• .,am , and consider all associa
tive (but noncommutative) words w1w2 · · · wn of length n in the symbols a 1, .. .,am such that each a, 

occurs precisely K; times. Let W(K) denote this set. The group Sn acts on the set W(rc) by 
a- 1(w 1 ••• wn) = wo(lr··wa(n)- Let V(1e) be the vector space of all R-linear combinations of elements of 
W(1e) and extend the action of S,, linearly. This is the representation p(1e). 

2.2. 1be Snapper, Liebler- Vitale, Lam, Young theorem. The representation p(1e) is a subrepresenta
tion of the representation p(A) iff 1e<A. 

2.3. 1be Gale- Ryser theorem. Let µ. and P be two partitions of n. Then there is a matrix consisting 
of zeros and ones whose columns sum toµ. and whose rows sum to P iff P>µ.*. Hereµ.· is the dual parti
tion toµ. defined byµ;* = # U :1e1 >i }. For example (2,2, I)* = (3,2). 

2.4. Doubly stochastic matrices. An m Xn matrix Q =(q;1 ) is called stochastic if qiJ ;o;.Q for all i ,j and 
all the columns add up to one. It is called doub?y stochastic if moreover the rows add up to n / m. 

Let x and y be two n -vectors. Then one says that x is an average of y iff there is a doubly stochastic 
n X n matrix Q such that x = Qy. (This of course implies that jx I = [y j.) One now has the theorem 
that x > y iff x is an average of y . 

2.5. Muirbeads inequality. One of the best known inequalities is 

(x l···Xn )I In ,..;;, n - '(x I + ... + Xn) 

for positive .(or nonnegative) real numbers x 1,. •• ,xn . A far reaching generalization due to Muirhead goes 
as follows. Given a nonnegative vector p = (p l •···.Pn ), p; ;;;i.o. one defines a symmetrical mean (of the 
nonnegative variables x 1,. •• ,xn) by the formula 
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" 
where the sum is over all permutations a in Sn . Now let p and q be two nonnegative vectors of the same 
l 1-norm. Then Muirheads inequality states that fp ](x )~[q ](x) for all nonnegative values of the variables 
x 1'···.Xn iff p is an average of q; i.e. iff p >q. The geometric mean - arithmetic mean inequality thus 
arises from the maximally crude specialization relation ( 1, ... , I )>(n ,0,. .. ,0). 

2.6. Completely reachable systems. Let L:.,, denote the space of all completely reachable pairs of 
matrices (A ,B) of sizes n Xn and n Xm respectively. Let F be the Lie group of all feedback transforma
tions acting on L: ,n. This is the group of all block lower triangular matrices f = (1 ¥), where S is an 
invertible real n X n matrix, T is an invertible real m X m matrix and K is an m X n matrix. An element 
f of Facts on an element (A ,B) of L:.n according to 

(A ,Bf = (SAs- 1+sBrs- 1K,SBT) 

(F consists of all transformations generated by 'base change in state space', 'base change in input space' 
and 'state space feedback'.) It is a theorem of Brunovsky, Kalman and Wonham-Morse that the orbits of 
F acting on L:.n correspond bijectively with all partitions of n into at most m parts. 

Let U(1e) be the orbit of F acting on £:11 labelled by the partition "· Then a second theorem noted 
by a fair numbe~of people independantly of each other (Byrnes, Hazewinkel, Kalman, Martin, ... ) states 
that the closure U(1e) of U(K) contains the orbit U(X) iff ic>X. This theorem says things about what can 
happen to the controllability indices of a system (A ,B) (these are the numbers making up the partion 
defined by (A ,B )), if the system changes, in particular fails. 

2.7. Vectorbundles over the Riemann sphere. Let E by a holomorphic vectorbundle over the Riemann 
sphere S 2 = P 1(C). Then, according to Grothendieck, E splits as a direct sum of (complex) line bun
dles 

E =L(1e1)E9L(1ei)E9 · · · $L(icm) 

where L(i) is the unique (up to isomorphism) line bundle over S 2 of degree i (or first Chem number i). 
Thus each holomorphic vectorbundle of (complex) dimension m over S 2 is classified by an m-tuple K(E) 
of integers in decreasing order One now has the following theorem of Shatz concerning the degeneration 
properties of such bundles. Let E, be a holomorphic family of holomorhpic bundles over S 2• Then for all 
small enough t, K(E, )>ic(£0). And inversely if 1e>X then there is an holomorphic family E, such that 
K(E,) = "fort small and :;6:0 and such that ic(£0) = X. 

2.8. Orbits of nilpotent matrices. Let Nn be the space of all n Xn complex nilpotent matrices. Con
sider GLn(C), the group of all invertible complex matrices of size n Xn acting on Nn by similarity. I.e. 

As = SAS-1, A E Nn, S e GLn(C). 

By the Jordan normal form theorem the orbits of this action are labelled by the partitions of n. Let 0(1e} 
be the orbit consisting of all nilpotent matrices which are similar to the one consisting of the Jordan 
blocks J (1e; }, i = l , ... ,n, where J (r) is the r X r matrix with l 's just above QJ.e diagonal and zeros every
where else. Then the Gerstenhaber-Hesselink theorem says that the closure O(X) of the orbit O(X) contains 
the orbit O(ic) iff 1e>A. Note the reversal of the order with respect to the orbit closure-inclusion relation 
described in 2.6 above. 

2.9. Diagonal and eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix. Let A be a Hermitian matrix; let a =(a1>···•an) 
be its vector of diagonal elements and let b =(bi. ... ,b,,) be its vector of eigenvalues (in any order). Then a 
well known result of Schur [15] says that a >b. A converse was proved by Hom (10]: let a and b be two 
real n-vectors such that a 1+ ... +bn and a>b, then there exists a real symmetric n Xn matrix A with 
vector of diagonal elements a and vector of eigenvalues b. 

3. Interrelations and generalizations 
3.1. Interrelations It turns out that it is no accident that the same partial order turns up in describing 

inclusion, degeneration or specialization relations in all these seemingly quite unrelated bits of 
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mathematics. There are so to speak compelling reasons why the same order should appear again and 
again. 

For example there is a construction, continuous in the parameter parameters, which associates to 
every completely reachable pair (A ,B) a vectorbundle E (A ,B) over the Riemann sphere. This is the 
socalled Hermann-Martin bundle. This holomorphic bundle is such that its classifying sert of first Chem 
numbers is precisely the set of controllability indices (or Kronecker indices) of the original pair (A ,B). 
Cf. [9] for more details. This survey paper also describes various interrelations between the matters dis
cussed in 2.2, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 above. 

For interrelations between 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 the reader is referred to e.g. [8]. 

Finally there is a discussion of the Schur-Hom results (in the framework of the specialization order) 
in [13], section 9.B. 

3.2. Generalizations. The interrelations between 2.2, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 described in [9] bring in and make 
fundamental use of Grassman manifolds and their Schubert cells. And thus it turns out that the speciali
zation order has much to do with the socalled Bruhat partial order on the Weyl group Sn. These are of 
course the Weyl groups of the simple Lie algebras of type An. There are analogous orderings on the 
Weyl groups of the other (classical) simple Lie algebras and one wonders if there are suitable analogous 
of all the object (and their interrelations) occuring in section 2 above 'belonging' to these simple Lie alge
bras. This is for example the case with 2.2 and 2.8 and the relation between them [7,11]. For a survey of 
(the role of) the Bruhat on Coxeter groups, in particular Weyl groups, cf. [5]. 

The Schur-Hom results of 2.9 above can be reinterpreted as a statement about the compact Lie group 
U(n). It then says something about the orbits of U(n) = G acting on its Lie algebra L(G) (by the 
adjoint action) compared with the orbits of the Weyl group of G acting on the Lie algebra L(T) of a 
maximal torus T in G. 

In this form Kostant [12] found a generalization valid for all compact Lie groups, and then in turn 
this can be taken further and placed in the context of symplectic geometry [3]. 

On the other hand for many of the objects described in section 2 above, especially the more combina
torial ones and the system theoretic one, the right non-An -type analogous have not yet been defined. 

4. Positive rank of matrices. Examples. 

4.1. 1be positive rank of a nonnegative matrix. Definition. Let Q be a nonnegative (i.e. qiJ ;;;;i:.o for all 
i ,j) n Xm matrix. Consider a factorization 

Q =AB (4.2) 

where A and B are nonnegative matrices of sizes n Xr and r Xm respectively. The smallest r for which 
such a factorization exists is called the positive rank of Q and is denoted posrk(Q). Let rk(Q) denote 
the ordinary linear rank of Q . Then obviously 

rk(Q) :so;;; posrk(Q) :so;;; min(m,n) (4.3) 

and, as we shall see, in general posrk (Q) can assume all intermediate values. 

4.4. Geometric interpretation. Obvioulsy if Q has a zero column then its positive rank is unchanged 
if this column is removed. Similarly if A has a zero column, say, the i-th, then removing the i-th column 
of A and the i-th row of B produces matrices A' and B' of sizes n X(r -1) and (r - l)Xm such that 
Q = A'B'. We can therefore assume that Q and A have no zero columns. Multiplying Q on the right· 
by a diagonal matrix D = diag("J\1> ... , An), A; >0, also does not change the factorization properties of 
Q. By inserting also a suitable product DD - I of such matrices between A and B we can therefore res
trict ourselves to the consideration of factorizations 

Q = AB, Q and A are stochastic matrices (4.5) 

(i.e. all the columns of Q and A sum to one, i.e. are probability vectors). Let a1 be the j-th column 



vector of A. Then the i-th column vector q1 of Q is equal to a 1bli + ... +a,b,1, which has length 

I = jq;j = bli ja, I = b11 + · · · + b,; 

and it follows that the column sums of B are also equal to I. 

4 

4.6. Lemma. Let Q, A be stochastic matrices with the same number of rows. Then there exists a non

negative matrix B such that Q = AB iff each column vector of Q is a convex linear combination of the 
column vectors of A . 

. Let iin_ den_ote the simplex in Rn+ 1 of all nonnegative vectors of/ 1-norm l. For example Ao is a single 

pomt, ii1 is a line segment, ii2 is a triangle (with its interior) and D.3 is a solid tetrahedron. 

A stochastic n Xm matrix Q is now nicely represented as an m-point set p (Q) in iin -l· (Permuting the 

columns of Q , which is the same as multiplication on the right with a permutation matrix also obviously 

does not change its factorization properties.) And a relation Q = AB holds iff them-point set p(Q) is 
in the convex hull of the r-point set p(A ). Thus 

4.7. Lemma. The positive rank of Q is equal to the number of elements of the smallest set S in iin _ 1 

such that Q is contained in the convex hull of S. 

4.8. Example. Suppose rk(Q) = 1. Then Q has m identical column vectors. Taker = 1 and A 

equal to this column vector. This gives rk(Q) = l<=>posrk(Q) = 1. 

4.9. Example. Suppose rk(Q) = 2. The columns of Q then span a plane with intersects iin-l in a 

line segment. Let S be the two-point set consisting of the endpoints of this line segment. Then p ( Q) is 

contained in the convex hull of S. Thus rk(Q) = 2<=>posrk(Q) = 2. 

4.10. Example. Things change for rk(Q)~3. Consider for example 4X4 matrices Q of rank 3. The 

intersection of the three dimensional hyperplane spanned by the columns of Q with the tetrahedron ii3 is 

either a triangle or a quadrangle (or a lower dimensional degeneration). 

4 

3 

2 
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For instance the intersection may well look like the one depicted above. If p(Q) consists of the four 
comer points of this intersection quadrangle then it is visibly impossible to find a three point set S such 
that p (Q) Cconvex hull(S). Thus posrk(Q) = 4, rk(Q) = 3 in such cases. The case illustrated is 

Q 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ~ 

This also shows that posrk(Q) = 4, rk(Q) = 3 is not a rare phenomenon. Indeed let V3 be the space of 
all nonnegative 4X4 matrices of rank 3. Then {Q E V3: posrk(Q) = 4} has a nonempty interior. 

Let us now analyze the case rk ( Q) = 3 systematically. As defined Lin is a subset of Rn + 1• Let 
wn = { x ERn +I :x I+ ... + Xn +I= 1 }. Then wn is affinely isomorphic with Rn and Lin cRn. 

4.11. Lemma. Let V be a plane in Wn = Rn. Then the intersection with Lin is a convex polygon 
with at most (n + 1) sides. (It may degenerate into a line segment (i.e. one side), or a point (0 sides), or 
the intersection may also be empty (i.e. -1 sides by convention).) 

Proof. Lin is the intersection of n +I halfspaces in Wn = Rn. The intersection of such a halfspace with 
Vis a halfplane or empty. 

4.12. Lemma. There are planes V in Wn = Rn such that the intersection of V with Lin is a convex 
polygon with precisely n + 1 sides. 

Proof. Consider the regular (n +I)-polygon D in R 2 = C centered at zero given by 
{ x ER 2: <x ,zk > ~ 1, k =O, ... ,n} where z is a primitive (n + 1)-st root of unity. Consider C = R2 as 
embedded in Rn = wn by (x ],X 2)-4(X i.X 2.0, ... ,0). Let Tk be the hyperplane defined by 

Tk = {xERn:<x.hk> = l} 

where hk is a vector of the form hk = (zk ,ak ), ak ERn - 2. 

Then Tk nR 2 is the line through the k-th segment of the regular (n +I)-polygon. Now the points 
I,z , ... ,zn are in general position in R 2 (i.e. not all are on one line). It follows that one can choose 
a 0,. •. ,an such that the h0, ••• ,hn are in general position, i.e. not all in some (n - I)-plane. Let Hk be the 
halfspace defined by Tk such that OEHk. Then nHk =;i=fJ and in fact (nHdnR 2 =D. Moving the 
Hk slightly if necessary we will have dim ( n Hk) = n so that n Hk is an n -simplex and it will still be 
true that ( nHk)nR 2 is a convex (n +I)-polygon (because it has to be near the original regular (n + 1)
polygon). 

Now all simplices in Rn are affinely isomorphic. The image of R2 under the affine isomorphism 
which takes Lin onto (nHk) is the desired plane V. 

4.13. Corollary and example. Let n >3. Then there exist nonnegative n Xn matrices Q with 
rk(Q) = 3 andposrk(Q) = n. 
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Pr~f. Take a plane v in Rn - I = wn - I which intersects b.n - I c Wn - I in a convex polygon of n sides 
as : ~ernm~ 4.12. Let Q _be such tha~ p(Q) is the set of comers of this n-polygon. Suppose that 
Q B VVIth A a stoch~stlc n '><_r matnx and r <n. The columns of A (or more precisely the elements 
o! P (A)) span an (r -1)-sunplex m b.n -I· The intersection of this simplex with V is a polygon with ,,;;;,,r 
sides (Lemma 4.11 ). Now if Convex hull p (A ) => p ( Q ), then also Convex hull 
p(A )n V=>p(Q)n v = p(Q), and 

Convex hull p (A ) n v => Convex hull p ( Q) = b.n - I n v => 

Convex hull p (A ) n V. 

So we would have 

Convex hull p (A ) n V = Convex hull p ( Q ). 

B~t the left hand side of this is a polygon with ,,;;;,,r <n sides and the right hand side is a convex polygon 
with n sides. A contradiction. 

4.14. Corollary. From these examples it is straightforward to construct examples for all 
n ,m ,d -;;:. 3, d ,,,;;:; . .i .,,;;;,, min ( n ,m ) of nonnegative n X m matrices Q such that rk ( Q ) = d, posrk ( Q ) = i . 

5. Concluding remarks. Relations between specialization order and positive rank 
Let me conclude with some remarks pertaining to interrelations and similarities between the material 

discussed in sections 2,3 and that of section 4. 

5.1. Characterizations by means of 'measuring' functions. There are various ways of characterizing the 
specialization order x >y in terms of 'measuring' functions or 'gauge' functions. E.g. (Hardy, Littlewood 
and Polya; cf. [ 13], Prop. 4.B. l) one has that x >y iff ~g(x;) .,,;;;,, ~(y; 0 for all continuous convex func-

; i 

tions g. Another characterization is (cf. [13], Prop. 4.B.8): x >y iff max~t;x!T(i).,,;;;,, max~t;Y'IT(il where 7T 
'11' '11' 

runs through all permutations, for all t ERn. 

For that matter the very definition of x >y is in terms of a finite number of measuring functions. 

Now it is a rather simple fact (easily seen geometrically) that a vector x is a convex linear combina
tion of vectors xO>, ... ,x<r) iff for all vectors t ERn <t ,x > .,,;;;,, max <t ,x<il>. Using this one sees that a 

l 

factorization Q = AB of nonnegative matrices with Q and A (and hence B) stochastic holds iff for all 
t ERn, max<t ,q; > .,,;;;,, max<t ,a;>. 

l l 

Given a probability vector x let X be the matrix consisting of the columns Px where P runs through 
all the n X n permutation matrices. Combining the facts above one now obtains 

5.2. Observation. For two probability vectors x J' one has x >y iff there is a factorization relation 
X = YB with a nonnegative B. 

This is of course practically the same as the result of Rado, 1952 that x >y iff x is a convex linear 
combination of the Py, where P runs through all the permutation matrices. 

5.3. Primes. Let Q be a nonnegative n X n matrix which is invertible. Suppose that Q - 1 is also non
negative. Let C be the cone C = {xERn: X; ;;;.. O}. It follows that QC= C, and by linearity it fol
lows that Q must take extreme rays into extreme rays. From this one sees that such Q are necessarily of 
the form Q = DP (or PD), where P is a permutation matrix and D is diagonal 
D = diag(ci.---,Cn), c; > 0. Let us call such Q's units. 

Obviously the factorization properties of Q do not change if it is pre- or post-multiplied with a unit. 
Now almost every nonnegative matrix Q can be written in the form D1QdsD2 with Qds doubly stochastic 
and the D i,D 2 nonnegative, invertible and diagonal. (This depends on the zero pattern of Q; the 
remaining matrices are decomposable; cf. [4] and [17] for precise statements.) 

A nonnegative matrix Q is said to be prime if for every factorization Q = AB into nonnegative 
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matrices, A or B is a unit, and Q itself is not a unit. 

~bviously a good understanding of the primes will help for a theory of factorization of nonnegative 
matnces and, by the Q = D 1Qt1sD 2 result, understanding the primes has much to do with (the semi
group of) doubly stochastic matrices, which, intum, are related to the specialization order by 2.4 above. 

5.4. The specialization order for n -tuples of vectors. The specialization order compares n -tuples of 
real numbers with n -tuple tuples of real numbers. There is a generalization (which has to do with dissipa
tive mottion in the framework of the C* -algebra approach to thermodynamics [1,2]) which compares n -
tufiles of r-vectors with n -tuples (same n) of s-vectors. The definition is as follows. Let 
x< l, ... ,x<n> E R'; y<1l, ... J'(n) E Rs, then (x(l>, ... ,x<n)) > (y(ll, ... Jl<n)) iff there exists a stochastic matrix T 
such that x<1 > = Ty<1 >, i = I, ... ,n. 

Recall that T:Rs ~R' is stochastic if it takes probability vectors into probability vectors, or, inother 
words, if the columns of (the matrix of) T all sum to one. 

This generalizes the specialization order for n -tuples of real numbers in the following sense: if 
x J' E Rn, then x >y iff (x ,en) > (y ,en) where en is the n-vector (n - 1, ••• ,n -I) E Rn. Indeed, the con
dition that T be stochastic and Ten = en means that T is doubly stochastic. 

Interpreted in terms of this generalized specialization order a factorization relation Q = AB thus 
means that the n -tuple of column vectors of Q is more general than the n -tuple of column vectors of B . 
(Here we have again, as we can, assumed that the matrix A is stochastic.) Note that here the matrices Q 
and B are being compared, rather than the matrices A and Q as in the geometric considerations of sec
tion 4. 
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